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Abstract—We consider two-hop S-R-D Gaussian networks with
a source (S), a relay (R) and a destination (D), some of which ex-
perience additive interference. This additive interference, which
renders the channels state-dependent, is either a) experienced
at the destination D and known non-causally at the source S,
or b) experienced at the relay R and known at the destination
D. In both cases, one would hope to exploit this knowledge of
the channel state at some of the nodes to obtain “clean” or
interference-free channels, just as Costa’s dirty-paper coding
does for one-hop channels with state non-causally known to the
transmitter. We demonstrate a scheme which achieves to within 1

2
bit of a “clean” channel. This novel scheme is based on nested-
lattice code and a Decode-and-Forward (DF) relay. Intuitively,
this strategy uses the structure provided by nested lattice codes to
cancel the “integer” (or lattice quantized) part of the interference
and treats the “residual” (or quantization noise) as noise.

I. INTRODUCTION AND CHANNEL MODEL

A. Motivation

In this paper, we examine the capacity of two-hop Gaussian
relay networks with channel state information. This channel
state, which in our channel models amounts of additive
interference S (which we emphasize may be arbitrary), is
experienced at certain nodes, and known at other nodes.
While channels with state information have been considered
extensively in the past, most work has considered a single-
hop model, for example the channel with state information
known non-causally at the encoder studied by Ge’fand and
Pinsker [1] for general discrete memoryless channels and by
Costa [2] for the Gaussian noise channel model (shown on
the bottom right of Fig. 1). Here, we consider two two-hop
networks, as shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 1, where
solid lines indicated where S is “experienced”, while dotted
lines indicate where that interference is known. In Model 1,
the additive interference S is experienced at relay but is known
at the destination. In Model 2, the additive interference S is
experienced at the destination but is known at the transmitter.
In Fig. 1 the two two-hop channels considered here are plotted
next to single-hop equivalents: channel with state information
known at the receiver (Rx) and transmitter (Tx) respectively.
The two-hope versions considered in Model 1 and Model 2
extend these more classical models through the introduction
of a relay node.

The question we seek to answer is whether, as in Costa’s
famous “dirty-paper coding” for a point-to-point channel with
state known non-causally to the encoder, coding schemes may
be derived that achieve the capacity of a two-hop interference-
free channel. We note that this is not immediately obvious, as
in our channel models, the Costa-like setup is not present,
i.e. we do not consider a channel model where the relay
experiences S, which is known at the transmitter. In this
case, a direct application of Costa’s dirty-paper coding on the
first link would result in an interference-free two-hop channel.
In short, we will demonstrate lattice-coding based strategies
which achieve at most 1

2 bit from the interference-free outer
bound, with rates whose expressions are independent of S.
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Fig. 1. Left side: two channels with state information S experienced at the
nodes with a solid line, and known at the nodes with a dotted line. Right side:
the two two-hop relay networks considered here. In Model 1, interference S
is experienced at the relay and known at the destination, while in Model 2,
interference S is experienced at the destination but only known at the source.

Such two-hop networks are not only of theoretical interest,
as they extend more classical “channels with side-information”
of channels with state know at the encoders/decoders, to multi-
hop scenarios, but they may also be motivated in networks with
cognition, or where certain nodes have side-information about
the messages or interference experienced at other nodes. How
this information is obtained is beyond the scope of this work,
but we suggest a possible motivation for channel Model 1:
consider the multi-hop / line network in which two messages
are being transmitted: one from Node 1 to 3 through Node 2



(relay) and another from Node 3 to Node 4 further down the
line. If Nodes 1 and 3 transmit simultaneously, the relay Node
2 may see interference from Node 3; but this “interference” is
known at Node 3 in the next hop when it attempts to decode
Node 1’s message. In this scenario, simple dirty-paper coding
techniques may not be immediately employed at the relay due
to the presence of the potentially large amount of interference
seen in decoding Node 1’s message (which in turn is needed
for a DPC re-encoding) at the relay. Thus, alternative schemes
which in some way allow the interference to be forwarded and
canceled by the receiver are needed. We will use structured
codes – nested-lattice codes in the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel models considered.

B. Past work

This work considers the capacity of channels with state
known non-causally at some encoders/decoders. Such channels
have been considered by Gel’fand and Pinsker [1], whose
result was applied to the AWGN channel by Costa [2] using
the celebrated “dirty-paper coding” technique. A nice survey
of other channels with state information is provided in [3].
We will use nested-lattice codes in deriving achievable rate re-
gions, as such codes have been shown to be capacity-achieving
for the point-to-point AWGN channel [4], to be capacity-
approaching for two-way relay channels [5], [6], [7], to be
useful in the compute-and-foward framework [8], and finally
to be “good for almost everything”, as expanded upon in [9].
The utility of lattice codes [10] in achieving the capacity of
certain classes of channels with side-information is considered
in [11]. The nested lattice approach of [11] for the dirty-paper
channel is extended to dirty-paper networks in [12], [13], [14],
[15], where in some scenarios lattice codes are interestingly
shown to outperform random codes. The most similar work to
the considered two-hop relay network Model 1 is the work of
[13] which considers a relay channel with state non-causally
available at the transmitter, relay, or both, and derives CF-
based achievable rates for discrete memoryless channels. In
[14] a three terminal relay channel is again considered where
the state is known only at the source, where upper and lower
bounds are derived in Gaussian noise. Our channel model
differs in that 1) we consider a two-hop network, and there
is no direct link between transmitters and receivers as in the
relay channel, and 2) the state is only known at the receiver
rather than the transmitter and/or relay. Finally, a Compress-
and-Forward (CF)-based scheme (rather than the DF-based
schemes considered here) is proposed for Model 1 in the
authors’ submitted work [16].

C. Contributions

The central contribution of this work is the proposal of two
novel lattice-code-based Decode-and-Forward (DF) schemes
for the two-hop networks with side-information considered
in Models 1 and 2 of Fig. 1. These two schemes result in
the identical achievable rates given in Theorem 1, and utilize
the structure of nested lattice codes to cancel the “integer”

(or lattice quantized) part of the interference S and treat the
remaining “residual” (or quantization error) as noise.

II. NOTATION, NESTED LATTICE CODING, AND CHANNEL
MODEL PRELIMINARIES

We briefly outline definitions and notation for nested lattice
codes for transmission over AWGN channels, following those
of [17], [18], [7]; [19], [17], [4] and in particular [10] offer
more thorough treatments, followed by more formal channel
model definitions.

A. Nested lattice codes

An n-dimensional lattice Λ is a discrete subgroup of Eu-
clidean space Rn (of vectors x, though we will denote these
without the bold font as x) with Euclidean norm || · || under
vector addition. We may define
• The nearest neighbor lattice quantizer of Λ as

QΛ(x) = arg min
λ∈Λ
||x− λ||;

• The mod Λ operation as x mod Λ := x−QΛ(x), hence

x = QΛ(x) + (x mod Λ);

• The fundamental region of Λ as the set of all points closer
to the origin than to any other lattice point

V(Λ) := {x : Q(x) = 0}
which is of volume V := Vol(V(Λ)).
• The second moment per dimension of a uniform distribu-

tion over V as

σ2(Λ) :=
1
V
· 1
n

∫
V
||x||2 dx

• The crypto lemma [20]: which states that (x+U) mod Λ
(where U is uniformly distributed over V) is an independent
random variable uniformly distributed over V .

Standard definitions of Poltyrev good and Rogers good
lattices are used [4], [9], and by [9] we are assured the
existence of lattices which are both Polytrev and Rogers good,
which may intuitively be thought of as being good channel and
source codes, respectively.

The proposed schemes will be based on nested lattice codes.
To define these, consider two lattices Λ and Λc such that
Λ ⊆ Λc with fundamental regions V,Vc of volumes V, Vc
respectively. Here Λ is called the coarse lattice which is a
sublattice of Λc, the fine lattice. The set CΛc,V = {Λc ∩ V}
may be employed as the codebook for transmission over the
AWGN channel, with coding rate R defined as

R =
1
n

log |CΛc,V | =
1
n

log
V

Vc
.

Here ρ = |CΛc,V |
1
n =

(
V
Vc

) 1
n

is the nesting ratio of this nested
(Λ,Λc) lattice code. A pair of good Nested lattice codes,
where Λ is both Rogers good and Poltyrev good and Λc is
Poltyrev good, were shown to exist and be capacity achieving
(as n→∞) for the AWGN channel [4].



The goodness of lattice codes pair can be extended to a
lattice codes chain. All the lattice codes in the nested lattice
chain Λ ⊆ Λ1 ⊆ Λ2 can be both Rogers good and Poltyrev
good [21] for the arbitrary nesting ratios. Good lattice chains
will be used in the achievability schemes for both models,
described next.

B. Channel models

We consider two AWGN two-hop channel models with
interference, as shown on the right hand side of Fig. 1. In
particular, both Model 1 and Model 2 consist of three nodes,
the “source” or Tx, node 1; the “relay” node 2, and the
“destination” or Rx, node 3. The channel inputs of nodes 1 and
2 are denoted by X1 and X2, taking on values x1 ∈ X1 and
x2 ∈ X2 subject to average power constraints E[|X1|2] ≤ P1

and E[|X2|2] ≤ P2. The received signals at node 2 and 3
respectively are Y2 and Y3, taking on values y2 ∈ Y2 and
y3 ∈ Y3. We will communicate over n channel uses and we
let Xn

1 := (X1(1), X1(2), · · ·X1(n)) where X1(k) denotes
the input at channel use k (and similarly for Xn

2 , Y
n
2 , Y

n
3 . We

consider two-hop AWGN networks with arbitrary interference
Sn, where, at channel use k, the inputs and outputs of the
channels are related as

Model 1: Y2(k) = X1(k) + S(k) + Z2(k),
Y3(k) = X2(k) + Z3(k), Rx 3 knows S(k)

Model 1: Y2(k) = X1(k) + Z2(k), Tx 1 knows S(k)
Y3(k) = X2(k) + S(k) + Z3(k),

where for notational convenience, it is assumed that power
constraints of the source and relay are 1, i.e. P1 = P2 = 1,
and the noise is AWGN with Z2(k) ∼ N (0, 1

S1
) and Z3(k) ∼

N (0, 1
S2

) respectively. This ensures that, in the absence of
interference S, the link 1→ 2 has capacity 1

2 log(1 +S1) and
the link 2 → 3 has capacity 1

2 log(1 + S2). In this channel,
we wish to transmit a message w ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2nR} at rate
R > 0 from node 1 to node 3 (which forms as estimate ŵ of
w from its received signal Y n3 ) such that Pr{ŵ 6= w} → 0
as the number of channel uses, n → ∞. From now on, to
simplify notation, we will abuse notation slightly and drop
the superscript n, using X1 to denote Xn

1 for the remainder,
as we will always be dealing with n channel uses.

III. ACHIEVABLE RATE FOR MODELS 1 AND 2

Our main result is presented in Theorem 1 where we show
two different achievability schemes for Models 1 and 2 which
achieve the same rate.

Theorem 1: The following rate may be achieved using a
structured nested-lattice coding based DF scheme for both
Models 1 and 2:

R <

[
1
2

log

(
1

1
1+S1

+ 1
1+S2

)]+

(1)

=
[

1
2

log
(
S1S2 + S1 + S2 + 1

S1 + S2 + 2

)]+

, (2)

where S1 and S2 are the signal-to-noise ratio for the two links:
1→ 2 and 2→ 3 respectively. For the special case S1 = S2 =
S, this reduces to R < 1

2 log
(

1
2 + S

2

)
.

Remark: We note that the rate achieved in Theorem 1 achieves
to within at most 1

2 bit of the clean channel capacity which
forms an outer bound for both channel Models 1 and 2, as

1
2

log

(
1

1
1+S1

+ 1
1+S2

)
+

1
2

=
1
2

log

(
1

1
2(1+S1) + 1

2(1+S2)

)

≥ 1
2

log

(
1

2 ∗ 1
2(1+min(S1,S2))

)
=

1
2

log (1 + min(S1, S2)) .

We now prove Theorem 1 for both Model 1 and Model 2 in
the following two subsections. For both achievability proofs,
we consider a good nested lattice chain Λ ⊆ Λc ⊆ Λq as
in II-A, where we will specify the second moment / power
constraints in the following. We need Λ and Λq to be both
Rogers good and Poltyrev good , and Λc to be Poltyrev good.
The existence of such a good lattice chain is proved in [21].
The message coding rate is

R =
1
n

log
(
V (Λ)
V (Λc)

)
=

1
2

log
(

1
σ2(Λc)

)
The coding rate of QΛq () mod Λ is

Rq =
1
n

log
(
V (Λ)
V (Λq)

)
=

1
2

log
(

1
σ2(Λq)

)
.

A. Achievability proof for Model 1

Encoding at the source (Node 1) : message w ∈ W =
{1, 2, . . . , 2nR} is one-to-one mapped to the lattice codeword
t ∈ {Λc ∩ V(Λ)} (w ↔ t). The transmitter chooses the t
associated with transmitted message and sends

X1 = (t+ U1) mod Λ

where U1 is the dither uniformly distributed over V(Λ), which
is known by relay. The second moment of Λ is σ2(Λ) = P1 =
1. Also notice that X1 is uniformly distributed over V(Λ) and
independent of t.

Decoding at the relay (Node 2): the relay receives

Y2 = X1 + S + Z2

and uses a Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) estimator
to decode t, by computing

Y ′2 = (α1Y2 + Uq − U1) mod Λ
= (α1X1 + α1S + α1Z2 + Uq − U1) mod Λ
= (t+ U1 − (1− α1)X1 + α1S + α1Z2 + Uq − U1) mod Λ
= (t+QΛq

(α1S + Uq) + (α1S + Uq) mod Λq
− (1− α1)X1 + α1Z2) mod Λ

where Uq is the quantization dither uniformly distributed over
Λq , where we recall that Λ ⊆ Λc ⊆ Λq . Thus, (α1S + Uq)



(a) (b)
: Y �

2 mod Λ : −QΛq
(α1S + Uq) mod Λ

: t̂ = ((L̂−QΛq
(α1S + Uq) mod Λ) mod Λ) ∩ Λc

⊆Λ Λc ⊆ Λq

Fig. 2. Illustration of key steps of achievability scheme for Model 1: (a) the list decoding performed at the relay node 2, and (b) decoding and interference
cancelation performed at the destination node 3.

mod Λq , −(1 − α1)X1, and α1Z2 can be seen as three
independent noise terms with variances σ2(Λq), (1 − α1)2

and α2
1

1
S1

. These three terms approximate Gaussian noise as
in [4], [7] when n→∞.

Choosing α1 = α1opt = S1
S1+1 , the relay uses the nested

lattice list decoding scheme of [7] to decode a list L of terms of
the form (t+QΛq (α1S+Uq)) mod Λ. This step is illustrated
in (a) of Fig. 2, and produces the list:

L = {Λq ∩ (Y ′2 + V(Λc))} mod Λ.

This list is guaranteed to have one codeword as the list
decoding region is V(Λc). To ensure that the probability of
error (or the probability that the correct codeword is in the
list), as n → ∞ we require, treating two of the interference
terms as noise,

R <
1
2

log

(
1

1
1+S1

+ σ2(Λq)

)
. (3)

The number of lattice codewords (t−QΛq
(·)) mod Λ in the

list is 2n(Rq−R), where Rq = 1
2 log( 1

σ2(Λq) ) is the coding rate
of QΛq () mod Λ. The number of lists is equal to the number
of finer lattice codewords, i.e. 2nRq . Notice that this step does
not constrain the rate Rq , but that Rq is always greater than
R since

Rq =
1
2

log
(

1
σ2(Λq)

)
>

1
2

log

(
1

1
1+S1

+ σ2(Λq)

)
> R.

Encoding at the relay and decoding at the destination:
The relay transmits the index of the list with any capacity

achieving code (which may, but need not be a nested lattice
code). The destination can decode the list index if

Rq =
1
2

log
(

1
σ2(Λq)

)
<

1
2

log(1 + S2),

constraining the second moment of the quantization lattice Λq

σ2(Λq) >
1

1 + S2
. (4)

After decoding the index of the list L̂, the destination can
determine the transmitted codeword uniquely as

t̂ = ((L̂−QΛq (α1S + Uq) mod Λ) mod Λ) ∩ Λc.

This last step is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Combining (3) and
(4), the achievable rate of the proposed scheme is

R <
1
2

log

(
1

1
1+S1

+ σ2(Λq)

)

<
1
2

log

(
1

1
1+S1

+ 1
1+S2

)
(5)

=
1
2

log
(
S1S2 + S1 + S2 + 1

S1 + S2 + 2

)
.

B. Achievability proof for Model 2

Encoding at the source (Node 1): message w ∈ W =
{1, 2, . . . , 2nR} is one-to-one mapped to the lattice codeword
t ∈ {Λc ∩ V(Λ)} (w ↔ t). The transmitter chooses the t
associated with transmitted message and sends

X1 = (T + U1) mod Λ



: t

: −QΛq
(α2S + Uq) mod Λ

: −(α2S + Uq) mod Λ

(a) (b)

: S

: Z3

: Y3 = T̂ + S + Z3

: α2Y3 mod Λ
: QΛc

(α2Y3 mod Λ)

⊆Λ Λc ⊆ Λq

: T = (t−QΛq (α2S + Uq)) mod Λ

: T̂

Fig. 3. Illustration of key achievability steps in the scheme used for Model 2: (a) interference “pre-cancellation” is performed at the transmitter Node 1 who
knows the interference S, (b) the receiver Node 3 experiences interference S, and suffers from a quantization noise “residual”.

where T = (t −QΛq (α2S + Uq)) mod Λ. Uq is the quanti-
zation dither which is uniformly distributed over V(Λq) and
also known by the destination. Here U1 is the channel coding
dither which is uniformly distributed over V(Λ) and is known
at the relay. The second moment of Λ is limited by the
transmit power, which is assumed to be 1 in this case. This
encoding step is illustrated in Fig III-B(a), where we see the
pre-subtraction of the scaled and quantized interference S, all
mod Λ.

Decoding at the relay (Node 2): the relay receives

Y2 = X1 + Z2

and forms the following signal

Y ′2 = (α1Y2 − U1) mod Λ
= (α1X1 + α1Z2 − U1) mod Λ
= (t−QΛq (α2S + Uq)− (1− α1)X1 + α1Z2) mod Λ.

Choosing α1 = α1opt = S1
S1+1 , the relay can decode T̂ , an

estimate of T subject to the constraints:

R <
1
2

log(1 + S1), (6)

Rq <
1
2

log(1 + S1). (7)

The probability of error analysis is similar to [4], [6], [5], [8].
This implies that

Rq =
1
2

log
(

1
σ2(Λq)

)
<

1
2

log(1 + S1)

which results again in a lower bound on the quantization
lattice’s second moment

σ2(Λq) >
1

1 + S1
.

Encoding at the relay and decoding at the destination:
the relay sends X2 = (T̂ + U2) mod Λ and the destination
receives

Y3 = X2 + S + Z3,

and uses an MMSE estimator to decode t by computing

Y ′3 = (α2Y3 + Uq − U2) mod Λ
= (t−QΛq

(α2S + Uq) + U2 − (1− α2)X2

+ α2S + α2Z3 + Uq − U2) mod Λ
= (t− (α2S − Uq) mod Λq − (1− α2)X2 + α2Z3) mod Λ

where (α2S−Uq) mod Λq is a random variable independent
of all others which is uniformly distributed over V(Λq). Thus,
−(α2S − Uq) mod Λq , −(1 − α2)X2, and α2Z3 may be



regarded as three independent noise terms with variances
σ2(Λq), (1 − α2)2 and α2

2
1
S2

, and approximated as Gaussian
noise as in [4] when n → ∞. In this last decoding step we
see the effect of the interference“pre-cancellation” at Node 1,
as illustrated in Fig.III-B(b). In the Figure, the effect of the
dithers is dropped for clarity and illustration purposes only, and
is technically still required. Choosing α2 = α2opt = S2

S2+1 , the
destination can decode t when

R <
1
2

log

(
1

1
1+S2

+ σ2(Λq)

)
(8)

<
1
2

log

(
1

1
1+S2

+ 1
1+S1

)
(9)

=
1
2

log
(
S1S2 + S1 + S2 + 1

S1 + S2 + 2

)
. (10)

Observe that the constraint (6) is always looser than the
constraint (8).

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed two nested-lattice code and DF-based
achievability schemes for two two-hop channels with in-
terference, where the interference is not known at the Tx
or Rx of the link which experiences it. This renders the
problem different from Costa’s classical “dirty-paper coding”
result in which interference is know non-causally at the Tx
of the link over which it is experienced. The two channel
models and their respective achievability schemes presented
here amount to a form of distributed interference-cancellation.
Both achievability schemes effectively rely on the structure
of the underlying nested lattice codes to cancel an “integer”
part of the interference, while treating the “residual” of this
quantization as noise. We expect this technique to be of use
in the development of coding theorems for larger networks,
and in particular networks with cognition, or channel state
information available at certain nodes.
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